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As baby learns how things work, he is busy taking them apart. He can take
pieces out of a puzzle or rings off of a stack. He is learning how to find hidden
objects under a blanket. He enjoys looking at pictures in a book and enjoys your naming the pictures.
He’s been so busy exploring that he probably now knows the word “no.”

Using small blocks or spoons, try drumming on the table or clapping toys
together to make sounds. Sing along and dance a little. Enjoy the music.

Tie several colorful scarves together. Insert one end into a cardboard tube.
Let your baby pull the scarves through the tube. Now, can your baby stuff
the scarves back into the tube?

Hide a ticking clock or a small radio under a pillow or blanket. Let your
baby listen to find the sound. “Do you hear it?” “Where is it?”

Give your baby a third toy when she has a toy in each hand. See if she can
figure out a way to take the third toy and hold on to all three. If this is too
difficult for your baby right now, try it again in a few weeks.

Put a piece of cereal inside a clear plastic container or baby bottle without a
lid. As your baby works to get the cereal out, he will learn more about inside
and outside. Another way to show baby the ideas of inside and outside is to
get a big box that your baby can crawl in and out of.

By about 11 months, your baby will begin to develop a sense of humor. Do
something funny such as trying to drink out of her baby bottle or pretending to
put on her shoe when getting ready to go out. She will probably burst out laugh-
ing.

Place a cup and a small toy on a tray for baby. Hide the toy under the cup
and ask, “Where is the toy?” If he doesn’t find it, lift the cup and show your
baby where it is. Say, “You found it!” Do this several times. Soon he will lift
the cup and find the toy all by himself. Later, add another cup. See if baby
can remember which cup hides the toy.

Scarf Pull

Rhythm Play

Hide-and-Seek

A Third Toy

In and Out

Little Laughs

Magic Cups
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